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the service information sent by the server respectively, calculates a time difference according to the extracted service progress time, and sends the time difference to the server; and the server regulates a progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal. By the disclosure, a service can be smoothly switched, and service discontinuity can be avoided.
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Fig. 1

101. A current terminal receiving a service switching starting instruction sends running service information to a selected target terminal, and sends a service switching request message to a server.

102. The server receiving the service switching request message sends service information to the target terminal.

103. The target terminal extracts service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculates a time difference according to the extracted service progress time, and sends the time difference to the server.

104. The server regulates a progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.
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a current terminal receiving a service switching starting instruction queries target terminals in the local communication network, and generates a target terminal list

the current terminal sends running service information to the selected target terminal, and sends a service switching request message to a server

the server receiving the service switching request message reads locally stored target terminal capability information according to target terminal description information in the service switching request message

The server judges whether the target terminal can perform service switching or not

NO

YES

the server determines a service switching strategy, and notifies the target terminal to perform the service switching

the target terminal performs the service switching according to a received service switching notice and a service establishment flow, and notifies the server after the service switching is successful

the server receiving a service switching success notice sends service information to the target terminal

the target terminal extracts service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculates a time difference according to the extracted service progress time, and sends the time difference to the server

the server regulates a progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal

the server notifies the current terminal that switching is completed, and stops sending the service information to the current terminal

the current terminal receiving a switching completion notice executes a service flow releasing flow

end
SERVICE SWITCHING METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM FOR LOCAL COMMUNICATION NETWORK

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to the communication network data transmission technology, and in particular to a service switching method, device and system for a local communication network.

BACKGROUND

Along with the development of an information technology, a family usually has multiple terminals, such as a mobile phone, a game machine, a Personal Computer (PC), a laptop, a television and a music player, these terminals may form a local communication network, and each terminal in the local communication network communicates with one another. The local communication network may be a near-field communication network, and may also be a local area network centred on a home gateway and a Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) hotspot.

At present, a service (such as an audio service, a video service and a data downloading service) running on a certain terminal (called a current terminal) may be switched to another terminal (target terminal) of the local communication network. The current terminal and the target terminal can communicate through different communication networks and servers. A service switching technology for the local communication network is as follows: the current terminal sends a service switching request to a server, and the server stops sending service information to the current terminal according to the received service switching request, and sends the service information to the target terminal.

However, due to communication network differences and terminal differences (such as differences in transmission time delays and coding and decoding manners), a progress of a service received by the target terminal may be inconsistent with a progress of the service finally running on the current terminal. That is, the progress of the service received by the target terminal may be behind or ahead of the progress of the service finally running on the current terminal, which causes unsmooth switching of the service. Specifically, when the progress of the service received by the target terminal is ahead of the progress of the service finally running on the current terminal (for example, a play duration of an online video service received by the target terminal is 19 minutes, and a play duration of the online video service finally running on the current terminal is 20 minutes), the service which has run may repeatedly run on the target terminal; and when the progress of the service received by the target terminal is behind the progress of the service finally running on the current terminal (for example, the play duration of the online video service received by the target terminal is 21 minutes, and the final play duration of the online video service running on the current terminal is 20 minutes), the service running on the target terminal and the service finally running on the current terminal are discontinuous.

SUMMARY

In view of this, a main purpose of the embodiment of the disclosure is to provide a service switching method, device and system for a local communication network, which can smoothly switch a service.

In order to achieve the purpose, the technical solutions of the embodiment of the disclosure are implemented as follows.

A service switching method for a local communication network includes that:

1. sending, by a current terminal receiving a service switching starting instruction, running service information to a selected target terminal, and sending a service switching request message to a server;
2. sending, by the server receiving the service switching request message, service information to the target terminal;
3. extracting, by the target terminal, service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculating a time difference according to the extracted service progress time, and sending the time difference to the server; and
4. regulating, by the server, a progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

Preferably, the method may further include: before the running service information is sent to the selected target terminal,

querying, by the current terminal, available target terminals in the local communication network, and generating a target terminal list.

Preferably, the method may further include: before the service information is sent to the target terminal,

reading, by the server, locally stored target terminal capability information according to target terminal description information in the service switching request message, judging whether the target terminal can perform service switching or not according to the target terminal capability information and service description information in the service switching request message, and sending the service information to the target terminal when the target terminal can perform the service switching.

Preferably, the method may further include: after the server regulates the progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference, stopping, by the server, sending the service information to the current terminal.

Preferably, there may be one or more target terminals.

A service switching method for a local communication network includes that:

1. sending, by a current terminal receiving a service switching starting instruction, running service information to a selected target terminal, and sending a service switching request message to a server;
2. sending, by the server receiving the service switching request message, service information to the target terminal;
3. extracting, by the target terminal, service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, and calculating a time difference according to the extracted service progress time; and
4. regulating a progress of the service information sent by the server according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

A terminal includes:

1. a service switching starting instruction receiving unit, configured to receive a service switching starting instruction;
a service information sending unit, configured to send running service information to a selected target terminal when the service switching starting instruction receiving unit receives the service switching starting instruction; and

a service switching request message sending unit, configured to send a service switching request message to a server when the service switching starting instruction receiving unit receives the service switching starting instruction.

Preferably, the terminal may further include:

target terminal list generation unit, configured to query available target terminals in a local communication network when the service switching starting instruction receiving unit receives the service switching starting instruction, and generate a target terminal list.

A server includes:

a service switching request message receiving unit, configured to receive a service switching request message from a current terminal;

a service information sending unit, configured to send service information to a target terminal when the service switching request message receiving unit receives the service switching request message;

time difference receiving unit, configured to receive a time difference from the target terminal; and

service progress regulation unit, configured to regulate a progress of the service information sent to the target terminal by the service information sending unit according to the time difference received by the service information receiving unit to make the progress consistent with a progress of service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

Preferably, the server may further include:

a service stopping unit, configured to control the service information sending unit to stop sending the service information to the current terminal after the service progress regulation unit regulates the progress of the service information sent to the target terminal by the service information sending unit.

A service switching judgment unit, configured to read locally stored target terminal capability information according to target terminal description information in the service switching request message received by the service switching request message receiving unit, judge whether the target terminal can perform service switching or not according to the target terminal capability information, and notify the service information sending unit to send the service information to the target terminal when the target terminal can perform the service switching.

A terminal includes:

time difference calculation unit, configured to extract service progress time from service information sent by a current terminal and service information sent by a server respectively, and calculate a time difference according to the extracted service progress time; and

a time difference sending unit, configured to send the time difference calculated by the time difference calculation unit to the server.

A terminal includes:

time difference calculation unit, configured to extract service progress time from service information sent by a current terminal and service information sent by a server respectively, and calculate a time difference according to the extracted service progress time; and

service progress regulation unit, configured to regulate a progress of the service information sent by the server according to the time difference calculated by the time difference calculation unit to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

A service switching system for a local communication network includes:

current terminal, configured to send running service information to a selected target terminal when receiving a service switching starting instruction, and send a service switching request message to a server;

the server, configured to send service information to the target terminal when receiving the service switching request message from the current terminal, and regulate a progress of service information sent to the target terminal according to a time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal; and

the target terminal, configured to extract service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculate the time difference according to the extracted service progress time, and send the time difference to the server.

Preferably, there may be one or more target terminals.

A service switching system for a local communication network includes that:

current terminal, configured to send running service information to a selected target terminal when receiving a service switching starting instruction, and send a service switching request message to a server;

the server, configured to send service information to the target terminal when receiving the service switching request message; and

the target terminal, configured to extract service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculate the time difference according to the extracted service progress time, and regulate a progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

From the above, according to the technical solutions of the embodiment of the disclosure, the current terminal receiving the service switching starting instruction sends the running service information to the selected target terminal, and sends the service switching request message to the server; the server receiving the service switching request message sends the service information to the target terminal; the target terminal extracts the service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculates the time difference according to the extracted service progress time, and sends the time difference to the server; and the server regulates the progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with the progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal. Therefore, a service can be smoothly switched, and service discontinuity is avoided.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an implementation flowchart of a first embodiment of a service switching method for a local communication network according to the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a structure diagram of an embodiment of a terminal according to the disclosure;
FIG. 3 is a structure diagram of an embodiment of a server according to the disclosure;
FIG. 4 is a structure diagram of an embodiment of a terminal according to the disclosure;
FIG. 5 is a structure diagram of an embodiment of a service switching system for a local communication network according to the disclosure; and
FIG. 6 is an implementation flowchart of a second embodiment of a service switching method for a local communication network according to the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A first embodiment of a service switching method for a local communication network provided by the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 1, includes the following steps:

Step 101: a current terminal receiving a service switching starting instruction sends running service information to a selected target terminal, and sends a service switching request message to a server;
Step 102: the server receiving the service switching request message sends service information to the target terminal;
Step 103: the target terminal extracts service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, and calculates a time difference according to the extracted service progress time; and
Step 104: the server regulates a progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

Preferably, before the running service information is sent to the selected target terminal, the method further includes that:
the current terminal queries available target terminals in the local communication network, and generates a target terminal list.
Preferably, before the service information is sent to the target terminal, the method further includes that:
the server reads locally stored target terminal capability information according to target terminal description information in the service switching request message, judges whether the target terminal can perform service switching or not according to the target terminal capability information, and sends the service information to the target terminal when the target terminal can perform service switching.

Preferably, after the server regulates the progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference, the method further includes that: the server stops sending the service information to the current terminal.

Preferably, there are one or more target terminals.

A second embodiment of a service switching method for a local communication network provided by the disclosure includes the following steps:
a current terminal receiving a service switching starting instruction sends running service information to a selected target terminal, and sends a service switching request message to a server;
the server receiving the service switching request message sends service information to the target terminal;
the target terminal extracts service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, and calculates a time difference according to the extracted service progress time; and
a progress of the service information sent by the server is regulated according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

An embodiment of a terminal provided by the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 2, includes:
a service switching starting instruction receiving unit, configured to receive a service switching starting instruction;
a service information sending unit, configured to send running service information to a selected target terminal when the service switching starting instruction receiving unit receives the service switching starting instruction; and
a service switching request message sending unit, configured to send a service switching request message to a server when the service switching starting instruction receiving unit receives the service switching starting instruction.

Preferably, the terminal further includes:
a target terminal list generation unit, configured to query available target terminals in a local communication network when the service switching starting instruction receiving unit receives the service switching starting instruction, and generate a target terminal list.
An embodiment of a server provided by the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 3, includes:
a service switching request message receiving unit, configured to receive a service switching request message from a current terminal;
a service information sending unit, configured to send service information to a target terminal when the service switching request message receiving unit receives the service switching request message;
a time difference receiving unit, configured to receive a time difference from the target terminal; and
a service progress regulation unit, configured to regulate a progress of the service information sent to the target terminal by the service information sending unit according to the time difference received by the time difference receiving unit to make the progress consistent with a progress of service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

Preferably, the server further includes:
a sending stopping unit, configured to control the service information sending unit to stop sending the service information to the current terminal after the service progress regulation unit regulates the progress of the service information sent to the target terminal by the service information sending unit.
Preferably, the server further includes:
a service switching judgment unit, configured to read locally stored target terminal capability information according to target terminal description information in the service switching request message received by the service switching request message receiving unit, judge whether the target terminal can perform service switching or not according to the target terminal capability information, and notify the service information sending unit to send the service information to the target terminal when the target terminal can perform service switching.
An embodiment of a terminal provided by the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 4, includes:
a time difference calculation unit, configured to extract service progress time from service information sent by a
current terminal and service information sent by a server respectively, and calculate a time difference according to the extracted service progress time; and

a time difference sending unit, configured to send the time difference calculated by the time difference calculation unit to the server.

An embodiment of a terminal provided by the disclosure includes:

a time difference calculation unit, configured to extract service progress time from service information sent by a current terminal and service information sent by a server respectively, and calculate a time difference according to the extracted service progress time; and

a service progress regulation unit, configured to regulate a progress of the service information sent by the server according to the time difference calculated by the time difference calculation unit to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

An embodiment of a service switching system for a local communication network provided by the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 5, includes:

a current terminal, configured to send running service information to a selected target terminal when receiving a service switching starting instruction, and send a service switching request message to a server;

the server, configured to send service information to the target terminal when receiving the service switching request message from the current terminal, and regulate a progress of service information sent to the target terminal according to a time difference sent by the target terminal to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal; and

the target terminal, configured to extract service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculate the time difference according to the extracted service progress time, and send the time difference to the server.

Preferably, there are one or more target terminals.

The server may be a traditional server, and may also be a cloud computing technology-based virtual server.

The terminal refers to equipment with a user interface (such as input and output) and communication capability, may be a mobile phone, a game machine, a PC, a laptop, a television, a music player and the like, and may even be a server, and its most important task is to directly interact with a user and present a service for the user to use.

The current terminal and the target terminal may communicate with the server through different communication networks respectively; and the current terminal and the target terminal communicate with each other through the local communication network.

An embodiment of a service switching system for a local communication network provided by the disclosure includes:

a current terminal, configured to send running service information to a selected target terminal when receiving a service switching starting instruction, and send a service switching request message to a server;

the server, configured to send service information to the target terminal when receiving the service switching request message; and

the target terminal, configured to extract service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculate a time difference according to the extracted service progress time, and regulate a progress of the service information sent by the server according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

A third embodiment of a service switching method for a local communication network provided by the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 6, includes the following steps:

Step 601: a current terminal receiving a service switching starting instruction queries target terminals in the local communication network, and generates a target terminal list.

Here, a user may enable a service switching function to generate the service switching starting instruction by virtue of a program menu, a physical key, a virtual key, voice control and the like;

the target terminal list includes, besides terminal identifiers, terminal capability identifiers, terminal types, corresponding manufacturers, terminal version numbers, terminal levels (security levels, running priorities and the like), terminal capabilities and the like, the target terminal list is required to be kept in a specific format, and the format is appointed in advance by each related party such as a service provider, a server manufacturer and a terminal manufacturer;

the terminal capability refers to software and hardware resources which can be provided for a running service by the terminal; and

the user may select one or more target terminals from the target terminal list as required.

Step 602: the current terminal sends running service information to the selected target terminal, and sends a service switching request message to a server.

Here, the target terminal may perform service demonstration to provide a more visual demonstration effect according to the received service information, and may perform confirmation with the current terminal in a user interaction manner.

Step 603: the server receiving the service switching request message reads locally stored target terminal capability information according to target terminal description information in the service switching request message.

Here, the target terminal description information refers to information such as the terminal identifier and the terminal type.

Step 604: the server judges whether the target terminal can perform service switching or not according to the target terminal capability information and service description information in the service switching request message, and step 605 is executed when the target terminal can perform the service switching; and when the target terminal cannot perform the service switching, the flow is ended.

Specifically, the server judges whether the target terminal can perform the service switching according to the target terminal capability information, the service description information in the service switching request message and a preset judgment criterion;

the judgment criterion is obtained by weighing each influence factor such as the capability, level, service running manner and user level of the terminal in a unified manner, and is set by a service operator; and

here, the service description information refers to description information of a certain service, and the information may be a pre-appointed service identifier, or detailed information such as a service name and a service type, or the like.
Step 605: the server determines a service switching strategy, and notifies the target terminal to perform the service switching.

Step 606: the target terminal performs the service switching according to a service switching notice received and a service establishment flow, and notifies the server after the service switching is successful.

Step 607: the server receiving a service switching success notice sends service information to the target terminal.

Step 608: the target terminal extracts service progress time from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculates a time difference according to the extracted service progress time, and sends the time difference to the server.

The time difference refers to a time delay of the same content sent to the target terminal through different transmission paths.

Step 609: the server regulates a progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

Step 610: the server notifies the current terminal that switching is completed, and stops sending the service information to the current terminal.

Step 611: the current terminal receiving a switching completion notice executes a service flow releasing flow.

The messages and requests sent by each device in step 601 to step 611 are required to be kept in a preset format.

The information interaction processes among the devices in step 601 to step 611 are required to follow preset flows, and can be completed by once interaction as well as multiple interaction.

A fourth embodiment of a service switching method for a local communication network according to the disclosure is introduced below.

In the embodiment, a user uses an Android smart mobile phone at home, the manufacturer of the mobile phone is A, the model number of the mobile phone is C100, and the terminal identifier is 3314570002. Wherein, the mobile phone may directly access a server for service access through a cellular communication network.

The user has a computer at home, the manufacturer of the computer is DUM, the model number of the computer is M480, the terminal identifier is 9377502589, and the computer is connected with the server through a home gateway. In a local network, the home gateway communicates with the computer and the mobile phone by virtue of WiFi.

It is supposed that the user is watching a movie through the mobile phone, the maker of the movie is N, and the name of the movie is FGH. The right protection level of the movie is "high", so that the movie can be played only locally in the server, and videos and audios are transmitted to the mobile phone through the server.

There is a service switching function key on a lateral surface of the mobile phone, and when the key is pressed down, a service switching function of the mobile phone may be enabled to generate a service switching starting instruction to automatically start the switching of a current service.

The user wants to switch the movie from the mobile phone to the computer for watching.

The embodiment includes the following steps:

Step 701: the mobile phone receiving the service switching starting instruction queries available target terminals in the local communication network, and generates a target terminal list.

There is only the computer in the target terminal list in the embodiment. A menu is popped up on a screen of the mobile phone, and the selectable target terminal computer is displayed.

Step 702: the mobile phone sends a played video content to the selected computer, pauses the movie, and sends a service switching request message to the server.

The user selects the computer from the popped-up menu, and clicks an OK option box to complete selection; and if the user does not select the computer, the service switching function is disabled;

the computer generates a content preview on the screen according to the received video content; and

the service switching request message includes: service description information (the maker N and the name FGH of the movie), current terminal description information (the terminal identifier: 3314570002, the manufacturer A, the terminal type: mobile phone and the model number: C100) and target terminal description information (the manufacturer DUM, the terminal type: computer, the model number: M480 and the terminal identifier: 9377502589).

Step 703: the server receiving the service switching request message reads locally stored target terminal capability information according to the target terminal description information in the service switching request message, and determines that the playing of the movie can be supported by a hardware capability of the computer, namely the computer can perform service switching, according to the target terminal capability information and the service description information in the service switching request message.

Step 704: the server notifies the computer to perform the service switching, and the computer performs the service switching according to a service switching notice and a service establishment flow, and notifies the server after the service switching is successful.

Step 705: the server receiving a service switching success notice simultaneously sends videos and sounds of the movie to the computer.

Here, the server may regulate the playing definition of the movie, for example, from 720P suitable for the mobile phone to 1,080P suitable for the computer, according to the target terminal capability information and the service description information in the service switching request message.

Step 706: the computer extracts service progress time from the service information sent by the mobile phone and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculates a time difference according to the extracted service progress time, and sends the time difference to the server.

Step 707: the server regulates a progress of the movie sent to the computer according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the movie sent to the computer by the mobile phone.

Step 708: the computer notifies the server after switching, and the server notifies the mobile phone that the switching is completed, and stops sending the videos and sounds of the movie to the mobile phone.

Step 709: the mobile phone receiving a switching completion notice executes a service flow releasing flow.

In the embodiment, the server supports two terminal content formats, one is mobile phone coding and decoding for a small screen of the mobile phone, and the other is PC coding and decoding for the computer. The server performs corresponding video service playing according to the terminal capability.
The server sends a video content to the mobile phone after mobile phone coding, and the mobile phone plays the video content.

When the mobile phone performs the service switching, the mobile phone transmits the video content to the computer, and the computer displays a video stream transmitted by the mobile phone for content previewing. At this moment, the server continues transmitting a video service to the mobile phone. In order to fully utilize the capability of the computer, the server selects PC coding and decoding to provide a subsequent video content for the computer.

Since the video of the mobile phone has been transmitted to the computer in advance through an internal network, the previewed mobile phone video content and the newly switched PC video content exist on the same terminal, the video content can be smoothly switched, and service continuity is achieved.

A fifth embodiment of a service switching method for a local communication network according to the disclosure is introduced below:

Step 801: a current terminal receiving a service switching starting instruction queries available target terminals in the local communication network, and generates a target terminal list.

Step 802: the current terminal sends running service information to a selected target terminal, and sends a service switching request message to a server.

Step 803: the server receiving the service switching request message reads locally stored target terminal capability information according to target terminal description information in the service switching request message.

Step 804: the server judges whether the target terminal can perform service switching or not according to the target terminal capability information and service description information in the service switching request message, and step 805 is executed when the target terminal can perform the service switching; and when the target terminal cannot perform the service switching, the flow is ended.

Step 805: the server determines a service switching strategy, and notifies the target terminal to perform the service switching.

Step 806: the target terminal performs the service switching according to a received service switching notice and a service establishment flow, and notifies the server after the service switching is successful.

Step 807: the server receiving a service switching success notice stops transmitting service information to the current terminal, and notifies the current terminal to execute a service flow releasing flow after the service information is completely forwarded.

Step 808: the server sends the service information to the target terminal.

Step 809: the target terminal extracts service progress time (also called a timestamp) from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, and calculates a time difference according to the extracted timestamps.

The time difference refers to a time delay of the same content sent to the target terminal through different transmission paths.

Step 810: the target terminal regulates a display duration of the service information sent by the server according to the time difference to make the displayed service progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal.

Specifically, when the progress of the service information sent by the server is ahead of the progress of the service information sent by the current terminal, the service information sent by the server is delayed to be displayed, for example, the service sent by the server is cached to realize delayed display; and when the progress of the service information sent by the server is behind the progress of the service information sent by the current terminal, the service information sent by the current terminal is repeatedly displayed for delay, and then the service information sent by the server is displayed.

The above is only the preferred embodiment of the disclosure and not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A service switching method in a local communication network, comprising:

   sending, by a current terminal which has received a service switching starting instruction, running service information to a selected target terminal, and sending a service switching request message to a server;

   sending, by the server which has received the service switching request message, service information to the target terminal;

   extracting, by the target terminal, service progress times from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculating a time difference according to the extracted service progress times, and sending the time difference to the server; and

   regulating, by the server, a progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the selected target terminal by the current terminal; and sending the regulated service information to the target terminal to switch the service information from the current terminal to the target terminal;

   further comprising: before the running service information is sent to the selected target terminal, querying, by the current terminal, available target terminals in the local communication network, and generating a target terminal list;

   wherein the target terminal list comprises at least one of: a terminal identifier, a terminal capability identifier, a terminal type, a corresponding manufacturer, a terminal version number, a terminal level, and a terminal capability;

   wherein the terminal capability refers to software and hardware resources provided for a running service by the terminal;

   wherein the terminal level refers to a security level, or running priority.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: before the service information is sent to the target terminal, reading, by the server, locally stored target terminal capability information according to target terminal description information in the service switching request message, judging whether the target terminal is able to perform service switching or not according to the target terminal capability information and service description information in the service switching request message, and sending the service information to the target terminal when the target terminal is able to perform the service switching.

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: after the server regulates the progress of the service information sent to the target terminal according to the time difference,
stopping, by the server, sending the service information to the current terminal.
4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the target terminal includes one or more target terminals.
5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the current terminal and the target terminal communicate with the server through different communication networks, respectively; or
the current terminal and the target terminal communicate with the server through the local communication network;
wherein the local communication network refers to a near-field communication network or a local area network centered on a home gateway and a Wireless Fidelity (WIFI) hotspot.
6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the time difference refers to a time delay of same content sent to the target terminal through different transmission paths.
7. A service switching method in a local communication network, comprising:
sending, by a current terminal which has received a service switching starting instruction, running service information to a selected target terminal, and sending a service switching request message to a server;
sending, by the server which has received the service switching request message, service information to the target terminal;
extracting, by the target terminal, service progress times from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, and calculating a time difference according to the extracted service progress times; and
regulating, by the target terminal, a progress of the service information sent by the server according to the time difference to make the progress consistent with a progress of the service information sent to the target terminal by the current terminal to switch the service information from the current terminal to the target terminal;
further comprising: before the running service information is sent to the selected target terminal, querying, by the current terminal, available target terminals in the local communication network, and generating a target terminal list;
wherein the target terminal list comprises at least one of: a terminal identifier, a terminal capability identifier, a terminal type, a corresponding manufacturer, a terminal version number, a terminal level, and a terminal capability;
wherein the terminal capability refers to software and hardware resources provided for a running service by the terminal;
wherein the terminal level refers to a security level, or running priority.
9. The system according to claim 8, wherein the target terminal includes one or more target terminals.
10. A service switching system in a local communication network, comprising:
a current terminal, configured to send running service information to a selected target terminal when receiving a service switching starting instruction, and send a service switching request message to a server;
the server, configured to send service information to the target terminal when receiving the service switching request message; and
the target terminal, configured to extract service progress times from the service information sent by the current terminal and the service information sent by the server respectively, calculate the time difference according to the extracted service progress times, and send the time difference to the server;
wherein the current terminal is configured, before sending the running service information to the selected target terminal, to query available target terminals in the local communication network, and generating a target terminal list;
wherein the target terminal list comprises at least one of: a terminal identifier, a terminal capability identifier, a terminal type, a corresponding manufacturer, a terminal version number, a terminal level, and a terminal capability;
wherein the terminal capability refers to software and hardware resources provided for a running service by the terminal;
wherein the terminal level refers to a security level, or running priority.